
Vivid Imaginations Walking with Dinosaurs 3D Movie Gorgon Stomping Feet

PRODUCT: Vivid Imaginations Walking with Dinosaurs 3D Movie Gorgon Stomping Feet ( ww
w.vividimaginations.co.uk
)

  

DESCRIPTION: A pair of adjustable electronic Gorgon dinosaur feet which make real dinosaur
noises as you stomp. Suitable for indoor and outdoor use. To fit maximum
shoe size UK 5/EUR 38. 
Requires 4 x AAA batteries (not included). Suitable for children aged 4 years upwards.

  

GOOD POINTS: These fantastic stomping feet are just one in a range of dinosaur-related
products to coincide with the release of the Walking with Dinosaurs 3D movie. 

  

With particular appeal to young dinosaur fanatics everywhere, these feet will certainly keep your
child on their toes!

  

The set includes two oversized grey/brown rubber Gorgon feet, each with fearsome dinosaur
scales and four pointy black claws. Each foot fits around a normal shoe - your child simply
slides their shoe under the foot and adjusts to fit their foot size using the Velcro strap on the
back of each foot.
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Each of the feet contains a sensor which sits above your child's shoe and is activated every
time your child walks or rather 'stomps' - setting off a chorus of realistic dinosaur roars, screams
and 'grrrrrrrs'!

  

The sensor is operated by batteries, which are inserted into an accompanying secure battery
compartment - this will require a screwdriver to open and close. 

  

In our opinion, the stomping feet are a really fun product from Vivid Imaginations that will make
an excellent Christmas present for any little Gorgosaurus!

  

BAD POINTS: The toy is battery operated and batteries are not included in the price.

  

PRICE: Approx. £24.99

  

  

Click here  to go to all product reviews

  

Click here  to go to all articles
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